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Abstract

sion, and metastasis. Imaging of specific biomarkers will help to
Tumor biomarkers play important roles in tumor growth, inva
understand different biological activities, thereby achieving precise medicine for each head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
(HNSCC) patient. Here, we describe various molecular targets andmolecular imagingmodalities for HNSCC imaging. An extensive
search was undertaken in the PubMed database with the keywords including “HNSCC,” “molecular imaging,” “biomarker,” and
“multimodal imaging.” Imaging targets in HNSCC consist of the epidermal growth factor receptor, cluster of differentiation 44
variant 6 (CD44v6), and mesenchymal-epithelial transition factor and integrins. Targeted molecular imaging modalities in HNSCC
include optical imaging, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, and single-photon emission
computed tomography. Making the most of each single imaging method, targeted multimodal imaging has a great potential in the
accurate diagnosis and therapy of HNSCC. By visualizing tumor biomarkers at cellular and molecular levels in vivo, targeted
molecular imaging can be used to identify specific genetic and metabolic aberrations, thereby accelerating personalized treatment
development for HNSCC patients.
Keywords: Molecular imaging; Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; Biomarker; Multimodal imaging

Introduction cellular levels.[7] Conventional imaging modalities, such as

ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), and conven-
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is an
epithelial malignancy that arises primarily from the oral
cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, and larynx.[1] HNSCC
is characterized by local tumor invasion, metastasis, early
recurrence, and development of second primary tumors,
which are the major causes of morbidity and mortality,[2]

Unfortunately, conventional therapies (eg, surgery, radio-
therapy, and chemotherapy) have several limitations and
are not personalized to each patient.[3] The prognosis of
HNSCC patients is poor, and the 5-year survival rate
remains less than 65%.[4] Taking individual genetic
variabilities into account, precision medicine can provide
individually “tailored” therapeutic interventions that can
improve the outcome of patients.[5] To a large extent, this
strategy is dependent upon the availability of target-
specific drugs and/or imaging agents that reveal patient-
specific mechanisms in carcinogenesis.[6]

Molecular imaging is a real-time and non-invasive way to
visualize the expression and activity of specific targets (cell-
surface receptors or biomarkers) as well as biological
processes (eg, angiogenesis or apoptosis) at molecular and
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tionalmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI), can only provide
anatomical information. However, molecular imaging
enables dynamic and quantitative visualization of specific
biochemical activity in vivo. Prostate-specific membrane
antigen-targeted positron emission tomography (PET)
imaging agents for prostate cancer or somatostatin
receptor-targeted probes for imaging neuroendocrine
tumors have been used widely in the clinic.[8,9] Some tumor
receptors are related to the tumor proliferation and
metastatic potential. By targeting these receptors, molecular
imaging has been employed for early detection, identifica-
tion of tumor margins, treatment planning, and accurate
prediction of the prognosis of HNSCC; therefore, improv-
ing the outcomes of HNSCC patients.

Early detection of HNSCC is a major clinical issue.
Unfortunately, only one-third of HNSCC patients are
diagnosed at an early stage due to lack of symptoms.[10]

HNSCC patients diagnosed at advanced stages (T3 or T4),
require extensive resection or comprehensive cervical
lymphadenectomy, which are associated with a poor
quality of life.[11] Early diagnosis is attributed mainly to a
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lack of appropriate screening and diagnostic biomark-
ers.[12] Tissue biopsy is invasive and prone to sampling

factor (EGF), transforming growth factor (TGF), and
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF). The ligand-receptor
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errors, which makes it inappropriate for early screening.
Conventional imaging methods do not have sufficient
resolution to detect microscopic (subclinical) disease. By
visualizing expression of these biomarkers, targeted
molecular imaging can be used for the early detection of
HNSCC and provide accurate information about tumors,
surrounding tissues, and its metastatic status, all of which
are important for tumor staging and grading.[11,13]

Surgical resection is one of the primary treatment of choices.
The extent of resection directly affects the outcome and
prognosis of the patients. Positive margins are associated
with increased local recurrence and indicate a poor
prognosis for patients with HNSCC.[14] Thus, securing
negative surgical margins is an important therapeutic
goal.[15] Despite improvements in surgical oncology,
accurate delineation of tumor margins is challenging.[16]

Pre-operative MRI can be only used to determine the
macroscopic outline of the tumor during stereotactic
surgery[17]; the “molecular margin” of the tumor may be
largerbecause the tumordiffusely infiltrates the surrounding
tissues diffusely. In this way, tumor-targeted imaging has
been used widely to visualize the molecular margin of a
tumor during resection, and detect residual disease in the
surgical bed.[14,18]

PET imaging offers a unique opportunity to refine
delineation of the target volume precisely in patients with
HNSCC, and to reduce damage to the surrounding normal
tissues.[19] Conventional imaging methods and current
response evaluation criteria in solid tumors are based
mainly on morphological indicators to evaluate therapy
efficacy (eg, tumor size). Molecular imaging is used to
monitor the treatment response by visualizing expression
of a specific molecule,[20] and maybe more sensitive and
may occur earlier than morphologic changes in tumors.

Based on these advantages of targeted molecular imaging
of HNSCC mentioned above, we summarized the specific
imaging targets and their application in various imaging
modalities for HNSCC.

Tumor Cell Targets for Molecular Imaging of HNSCC
Tumor cell targets that are expressed uniquely or over-
expressed markedly in tumors were some of the earliest
targets for the diagnosis and treatments of cancer.
Although HNSCCs contain kinds of tumors from various
origins, the histologic type is the same, which means that
they have similar biological behavior (eg, tumor invasion,
metastasis), phenotype as well as tumor biomarkers.
Tumor cell targets in HNSCC, like epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR), cluster of differentiation 44
variant 6 (CD44v6), and mesenchymal-epithelial transi-
tion factor (c-Met), are shown in Table 1.
Growth factor receptors
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Growth factor receptors are transmembrane proteins that
interact with growth factors such as epidermal growth
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interaction activates downstream reactions, which leads to
diverse biologic consequences, including cell proliferation,
angiogenesis, and apoptosis inhibition. These receptors
have been implicated in the targeted therapy andmolecular
imaging of HNSCC. Among them, the EGFR is overex-
pressed in HNSCC at high levels. Also, the EGFR has been
the most widely used target for HNSCC imaging.

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
The EGFR is a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase
overexpressed in up to 90% of HNSCCs.[21] The natural
ligands of EGFR include EGF and TGFa. EGFR over-
expression promotes tumor growth, invasion, metastasis,
and angiogenesis.[22] High EGFR expression levels are
closely related to a high risk of metastasis and poor
prognosis in HNSCC.[21] Hence, the EGFR is an attractive
target for molecular imaging of HNSCC.

Anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) bind to EGFRs
with high affinity, and have been used widely in the
imaging of HNSCC. Anti-EGFR mAbs labeled with near-
infrared (NIR) fluorophores have been investigated in
HNSCC models. Rosenthal et al[23,24] showed that
cetuximab and panitumumab labeled with cyanine 5.5
or IRDye800, respectively, can be used to identify residual
tumor and regional lymph-node metastasis accurately,
demonstrating that both are suitable for the intra-operative
detection of HNSCC with fluorescence imaging (FI).
Rosenthal et al[18,25] recently verified the high sensitivity
and safety of IRDye800CW-labeled cetuximab for surgical
navigation and identification of additional positive nodes
in HNSCC patients. Their results showed that FI with
IRDye800CW-labeled cetuximab (25 mg/m2) yielded the
highest sensitivity and specificity for the removal of
metastatic lymph nodes and provided adequate contrast
to identify metastatic lymph nodes in situ [Figure 1].[25]

Other NIR fluorescent probes, such as anti-EGFR anti-
bodies conjugated to quantum dots (QDs), have been
investigated for imaging oral squamous cell carcinoma
in vivo.[26]

Radionuclides have been conjugated with anti-EGFR
mAbs for HNSCC imaging as well. Hoeben et al[27] found
that single-photon emission CT (SPECT) with 111In-
labeled cetuximab revealed good tumor uptake in mice
with human FaDu HNSCC xenografts. van Dijk and
colleagues developed 111In-labeled F(ab0)2 fragments of
cetuximab, which had rapid blood clearance and better
tumor penetration than the whole immunoglobulin G
did.[28] This tracer could be used to assess EGFR
expression in vivo and possibly evaluate the treatment
response to EGFR inhibition.[29] In a subsequent study,
PET showed a clear increase in 111In-cetuximab-F(ab0)2
tumor uptake, but no change in fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-
FDG) uptake in irradiated mice bearing human
SCCNij202 HNSCC xenografts [Figure 2A].[30] Similarly,
van Dijk and colleagues found that PET showed
significantly decreased 111In-cetuximab-F(ab0)2 tumor
uptake in SCCNij202 HNSCC xenografts after treatment
with cetuximab and a single 10-Gy dose of radiation, and
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Table 1: Tumor cell targets and targeted imaging agents in HNSCC.

Targets and studies Imaging method Targeted imaging agent

Growth factor receptors
EGFR
Rosenthal et al, 2017, 2015[25,18] FI Cetuximab-IRDye800CW
Rosenthal et al, 2007[23] FI Cetuximab-Cy5.5
Yang et al, 2011[26] FI QD800-EGFR Ab
Knowles et al, 2012[89] US Anti-EGFR-targeted microbubbles
Colecchia et al, 2017[35] MRI EGF-coated magnetite nanoparticles
Melancon et al, 2011[36] MRI C225-SPIO@Au NS
Li et al, 2012[33] PET [18F]FBEM-cEGF
Niu et al, 2009[32] PET 64Cu-panitumumab
Melancon et al, 2014[37] SPECT Apt-HAuNS
Hoeben et al, 2011[27] SPECT 111In-cetuximab
Van Loon et al, 2017[34] PET/CT 89Zr-cetuximab
Van Dijk et al, 2016[31] PET/CT 64Cu-cetuximab-F(ab0)2
Van Dijk et al, 2014, 2013[28-31] SPECT/CT 111In-cetuximab-F(ab0)2

c-MET
Li et al, 2018[44] PET [18F]FP-Met-pep1
Perk et al, 2008[45] PET 89Zr-DN30

Cell adhesion molecules
CD44v6
Borjesson et al, 2006[50] PET 89Zr-cmAb U36
Verel et al, 2003[49] PET U36-Df-89Zr
Verel et al, 2002[48] PET 186Re-U36, 186Re-BIWA4
Stroomer et al, 2000[52] SPECT 99mTc-BIWA1
Colnot et al, 2000[51] SPECT 186Re-cmAb U36
Odenthal et al, 2018[53] FI, SPECT/CT 111In-DTPA-BIWA-IRDye800CW

Integrins
Nieberler et al, 2018[56] FI Cy5.5-conjugated avb6-selective peptide
Roesch et al, 2018[57] PET/CT 68Ga-DOTA-SFLAP3
Atallah et al, 2016[58] FI Cy5-RAFT-c(-RGDfK-)4
Yan et al, 2015[60] SPECT/CT 99mTc-3P-RGD2
Wang et al, 2014[59] MRI Fmp-IO-Pc 4 nanoparticles

CD147
Newman et al, 2008[61] FI Anti-CD147:Cy5.5
Knowles et al, 2012[89] US Anti-CD147-targeted microbubbles

EpCAM
Van Driel et al, 2016[62] FI Anti-EpCAM/IRDye800CW

Other targets
uPAR
Christensen et al, 2017[16] FI; PET ICG-Glu-Glu-AE105;64Cu-DOTA-AE105
Boonstra et al, 2017[65] FI; SPECT ATN658-ZW800-1; 111In-ATN658

COX2
Uddin et al, 2016[67] FI FA-NPs
Uddin et al, 2015[68] FI Fluorocoxib C

TfR
Shan et al, 2008[72] FI Tf-NIR

HNSCC: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; EGFR: Epidermal growth factor receptor; FI: Fluorescence imaging; Cy 5.5: Cyanine 5.5; QD:
Quantum dot; Ab: Antibody; US: Ultrasound; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; EGF: Epidermal growth factor; C225-SPIO@AuNS: Gold nanoshells
encapsulated with superparamagnetic iron oxide and conjugated with a C225 monoclonal antibody (cetuximab); PET: Positron emission tomography;
SPECT: Single-photon emission computed tomography; Apt-HAuNS: Aptamer-conjugated hollow gold nanospheres; CT: Computed tomography; [18F]
FP-Met-pep1: 4-nitrophenyl [18F]-2-fluoropropionate-labeled mesenchymal-epithelial transition factor-binding peptide; CD44v6: Cluster of
differentiation 44 variant 6; cmAb: Chimeric monoclonal antibody; 68Ga-DOTA-SFLAP3: 68Ga-labeled-DOTA sunflower trypsin latency-associated
peptide 3; Cy 5: Cyanine 5; RAFT-c(-RGDfK-)4: Regioselectivity addressable functionalized template-arginine-glycine-aspartic acid; RGD2: Arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid 2; Fmp-IO-Pc 4NPs: Fibronectin-mimetic peptide-conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles encapsulating photosensitizer Pc 4; EpCAM:
Epithelial cell adhesion molecule; uPAR: Urokinase-like plasminogen activator receptor; ICG: Indocyanine green; COX2: Cyclooxygenase-2; FA-NPs:
Fluorocoxib A-labeled poly(propylene sulfide)-b-poly[oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether acrylate; TfR: Transferrin receptor; Tf-NIR: Near-infrared
fluorescent transferrin conjugate.
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that 18F-FDG uptake on PET correlated with tumor
response in only the SCCNij202 model [Figure 2B].[20] van

angiogenesis in HNSCC.[39] Increased expression of c-
Met is correlated significantly with regional lymph-node

Figure 1: Intra-operative imaging of neck dissection. (A–C) Representative bright-field and open-field images and quantitative analyses of fluorescence in grossed lymph nodes for (A)
cohort 1 (2.5 mg/m2), (B) cohort 2 (25 mg/m2), and (C) cohort 3 (62.5 mg/m2). (Doses were based on the therapeutic dose of cetuximab 250 mg/m2. Cohort 1 was given 1% of the therapeutic
dose, cohort 2 received 10% of the therapeutic dose, and cohort 3 received 25% of the therapeutic dose.) (D) Representative closed-field image and fluorescence slide scanner acquisitions
of grossed lymph nodes (left); matching immunohistochemical staining for cytokeratin and epidermal growth factor receptor (middle); and matching histopathological staining (right). EGFR:
Epidermal growth factor receptor.
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Dijk et al,[31] as well as Niu et al[32] and Li et al,[33] also
demonstrated the potential of PET with 18F- and 64Cu-
labeled tracers to image EGFR expression in HNSCC
models. A recent phase-I trial of 89Zr-labeled cetuximab
in HNSCC demonstrated the clinical potential of such
radiolabeled tracers.[34]

Owing to their multiple functions, nanoprobes targeting
EGFRs have been synthesized for theranostic applications
in HNSCC models. Researchers have used EGF-coated
magnetite nanoparticles to image HN6 HNSCC. The
nanoparticles accumulated in tumor tissues 24 to 48 h after
intravenous injection, thereby demonstrating their poten-
tial for diagnostic applications [Figure 2C].[35] Melancon
et al[36,37] developed two multifunctional nanoparticles,
superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) coated with gold
nanoshells and 111In-labeled hollow gold nanospheres,
which were conjugated with EGFR-targeted mAbs or
aptamers, respectively, to achieve diagnostic and thera-
peutic goals in oral cancer cells. As EGFR is also expressed
in normal tissues, using EGFR-targeted imaging to assess
the liver (one of the main metastatic sites of HNSCC) could
be complicated.[38]

Mesenchymal-epithelial Transition Factor

c-Met is highly expressed in up to 80% HNSCC cases.
c-Met is composed of an a chain and b chain linked
via disulfide bonds.[39] c-Met is the sole receptor for
HGF, and the deregulation of HGF/c-Met signaling
promotes cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and

1

metastasis and a poor prognosis.[40] In addition to being
a potential therapeutic target, c-Met may also be an
imaging marker for tumors with high expression of
c-Met.[41]

Researchers have shown the feasibility of PET and MRI
with various agents targeting c-Met receptors in animal
models of HNSCC and other cancers.[42-44] Perk et al[45]

were the first to use PET to visualize the biodistribution of
89Zr-labeled anti-c-Met mAbs in FaDu HNSCC xeno-
grafts. Recently, Li et al[44] showed a 18F-labeled c-Met-
binding peptide was suitable for PET imaging in mice
bearing UM-SCC-22B HNSCC xenografts. Their investi-
gation of the uptake, internalization, efflux in vitro,
pharmacokinetics, and biodistribution of the targeted
imaging probe [Figure 3A] showed great potential to
visualize c-Met receptors for HNSCCwith high expression
of c-Met. Unfortunately, there was also non-specific
uptake in the blood vessels.[46]

Cell adhesion molecules
Cell adhesion molecules are proteins located on the cell
surface involved in binding with other cells or with the
extracellular matrix (ECM). By doing so they trigger intra-
cellular responses that affect intracellular signaling,
cytoskeletal organization, and/or gene expression. Expres-
sion of some of them, such as CD44v6 and integrin avb6,
is often upregulated in the oncogenesis of HNSCC, making
them suitable imaging targets.
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Cluster of Differentiation 44 variant 6 showed that another anti-CD44v6 mAb, BIWA1, has
intermediate affinity for HNSCC in humans. Also, BIWA

Figure 2: Epidermal growth factor receptor-targeted radionuclide imaging and MRI for evaluation of the treatment response and tumor localization, respectively. (A) Longitudinal
visualization of irradiated and control SCCNij202 xenograft-bearing mice with 18F-FDG PET and 111In-cetuximab-F(ab0)2 SPECT. SPECT and PET images were acquired after injection at 24
and 1 h, respectively. Tumors were irradiated at time 0 (indicated by the lightning bolt). Arrows indicate subcutaneous tumors in the right hind legs. (B) Tumor uptake of 111In-cetuximab-F
(ab0)2 (SPECT dorsal view, 24 h after injection) and

18F-FDG (PET transverse view, 1 h after injection) in mice bearing SCCNij202 xenografts (top row) and mice bearing SCCNij185 xenografts
(bottom row). For each treatment group, images captured at baseline (10 days before treatment; left) and 18 days after treatment (right) are shown. Red arrows indicate tumors in right hind
legs. SPECT images show background uptake in the liver, kidneys, and bladder, and PET images show background uptake in the bladder. (C) MRI with tumor-targeting nanoprobes in vivo.
Representative T2- (left column) and T2∗ (right column)-weighted images obtained after intravenous injection of epidermal growth factor-conjugated magnetite nanoparticles (24 mg/kg) in a
mouse bearing subcutaneous tumors. Arrows indicate areas of signal decline 24 and 48 h after injection. 18F-FDG: Fluorodeoxyglucose; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PET: Positron
emission tomography; SPECT: Single-photon emission computed tomography.
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CD44v6 is an oncogenic splice variant of the cell surface
adhesion CD44.[38] CD44v6 overexpression has been
documented in squamous cell carcinomas of the head and
neck, lungs, and esophagus.[47,48] CD44v6 expression
differs greatly between healthy and malignant tissue,
which is a key advantage for molecular imaging.[38]

Anti-CD44v6 mAbs have been used widely for the imaging
of preclinical models of HNSCC. 89Zr-labeled U36 can
be used to detect millimeter-sized tumors in animal
models and lymph-node metastasis in HNSCC patients
[Figure 3B].[49,50] Chimeric U36 labeled with 186Re or
99mTc has been used for the radioimmunodetection and
radioimmunotherapy of HNSCC.[51] Stroomer et al[52]

1

labeled with both IRDye800CWand 111In could be used to
detect HNSCC xenografts in nude mice accurately
[Figure 3C], indicating that CD44v6 is a suitable target
for FI-guided resection of invasive HNSCC.[53]

Integrins

Integrins play vital roles in cell adhesion, proliferation,
survival, invasion, andmigration bymediating cell-cell and
cell-ECM interactions.[54] Integrins comprise non-covalent
subunits (a and b), and combinations of different a and b
subunits comprise different integrin heterodimers.[55]

Among them, integrin avb6 has unique features. It is
not expressed in healthy epithelia, but its expression is
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upregulated during tissue remodeling and carcinogenesis,
making it a promising diagnostic and therapeutic

been found in most carcinomas, including HNSCC,[63]

whereas little uPAR is present in normal tissues and the

Figure 3: PET imaging with c-Met-targeted tracer in mice, and PET tracer or dual-modal imaging agent conjugated with anti-CD44v6 mAbs for detection of metastatic lymph nodes in an
HNC patient and for HNSCC-xenografted mice, respectively. (A) Decay-corrected whole-body coronal microPET images of UM-SCC-22B tumor-bearing mice 30, 60, and 120 min after
injection of 3.7 MBq (100 mCi) [18F]FP-Met-pep1. Arrows indicate tumors on the right shoulders. (B) Immuno-PET with 89Zr-labeled U36 shows a tumor in the left tonsil (large arrow) and
lymph-node metastases (small arrows) at the left (levels II and III) and right (level II) side of the neck in an HNC patient. Sagittal (i), axial (ii), and coronal (iii) images were obtained 72 h after
agent injection. (C) Whole-body NIR fluorescence images (i) and corresponding micro-SPECT/CT images (ii) show the biodistributions of 111In-DTPA-BIWA-IRDye800CW and 111In-DTPA-
IgG1-IRDye800CW control antibody in HNSCC tumor-bearing mice 28 days and 72 h after intravenous injection of the agents. [18F]FP-Met-pep1: 4-Nitrophenyl [18F]-2-fluoropropionate-
labeled mesenchymal epithelial transition-binding peptide; CD44v6: Cluster of differentiation 44 variant 6; c-Met: Mesenchymal-epithelial transition factor; CT: Computed tomography; IgG1:
Immunoglobulin G1; LN: Lymph node; NIR: Near-infrared; HNC: Head and neck cancer; HNSCC: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; mAbs: Monoclonal antibodies; L: Liver; PET:
Positron emission tomography; T: Tumor; SPECT: Single-photon emission computed tomography.
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target.[55,56] Integrins bind specifically to the arginine–
glycine–aspartic acid (RGD) peptide sequence, so research-
ers have designed RGD-containing agents for targeted
imaging. Recently, Roesch et al[57] demonstrated that the
sunflower latency-associated peptide 3 was a promising
tracer for the diagnostic imaging of HNSCC xenografts
and patient tumors [Figure 4]. Other integrin subtypes
have also been used for HNSCC imaging.[58-60]

Other cell adhesion molecules
Other cell adhesion molecules with potential use in the
molecular imaging of HNSCC include CD147 and
epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM). Newman
et al[61] demonstrated that fluorescently labeled anti-
CD147 antibody can be used for the clinical detection of
HNSCC. EpCAM-specific NIR fluorescent agents have
been used for intra-operative tumor delineation and
resection in various animal models, including OSC19
orthotopic tongue tumor models.[62]

Other targets in tumor cells
330
Other targets in tumor cells have been utilized to image
HNSCC including urokinase-like plasminogen activator
receptor (uPAR), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX2), and the
transferrin receptor (TfR). High expression of uPAR has

1

dysplastic epithelium, thereby making uPAR a potential
biomarker for targeted imaging.[64] uPAR-targeted multi-
modal imaging tracers have shown promising results in a
preclinical model of HNSCC.[16,65] COX2 is expressed in
only a few normal tissues, but high expression level of
COX2 is found in inflammation and carcinogenesis.[66] A
series of fluorescent COX2 inhibitors improved the signal-
to-noise ratios in imaging studies of inflammatory lesions
and early-stage human cancers expressing COX2,[67,68]

thereby demonstrating their potential for targeted visuali-
zation of inflammatory disease and malignant tumors,
including HNSCC.[69] The TfR is a cell membrane-
internalizing receptor that is responsible for iron seques-
tration in mammalian cells.[70] It is overexpressed in
malignant tumors, including HNSCC,[71] and a promising
imaging target for head and neck cancer (HNC) imag-
ing.[72]

Angiogenesis-Related Targets for Molecular Imaging of
HNSCC

Angiogenesis is crucial for tumor growth, invasion, and
metastasis. Accurate assessment of the angiogenic response
to therapy would enable assessment of drug efficacy at a
very early stage.[73] Therefore, angiogenesis imaging
provides important information for treatment decisions.
Potential angiogenesis-related targets formolecular imaging
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of HNSCC include integrins and vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF)and its receptors (VEGFRs) [Table 2].

Figure 4: PET/CT images of an HNSCC patient after injection of 322 MBq 68Ga-DOTA-SFLAP3. (A–D) Trans-axial slices of PET/CT fusion images. Yellow arrows indicate peptide
accumulation. CT: Computed tomography; 68Ga-DOTA-SFLAP3: 68Ga-labeled-DOTA sunflower trypsin latency-associated peptide 3; HNSCC: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; PET:
Positron emission tomography; SUVmean: Mean standardized uptake value.

Table 2: Angiogenesis-related targets and targeted imaging agents
in HNSCC.

Targets and studies Imaging Targeted

Chinese Medical Journal 2020;133(11) www.cmj.org
Integrin avb3

to generate clear fluorescence images of HNSCC
tumors.[80] However, the problem is that endothelial cells

method imaging agent

Integrin avb3
Huang et al, 2013[80] FI QD800-RGD
Beer et al, 2006, 2007[75,76] PET 18F-galacto-RGD
Chen et al, 2016[77] PET/CT 18F-RGD-K5
Xie et al, 2011[78] PET/CT NS-RGDfK
Terry et al, 2014[79] SPECT,

SPECT/CT

111In-RGD2

VEGF
Withrow et al, 2008[83] FI Bevacizumab-

Cy5.5

FI: Fluorescence imaging; QD: Quantum dot; RGD: Arginine-glycine-
aspartic acid; PET: Positron emission tomography; CT: Computed
tomography; HNSCC: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; NS-
RGDfK: Gold nanoshell conjugated with cyclo- arginine-glycine-aspartic
acid-aspartic acid-phenylalanine-lysine; SPECT: Single-photon emission
computed tomography; VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor; Cy
5.5: Cyanine 5.5.
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Integrin avb3 is expressed highly on the surface of tumor
angiogenic vessel endothelial cells in almost all carcino-
mas.[74] Beer et al[75] showed that 18F-labeled galacto-RGD
can be used as a radiotracer for imaging anb3 expression;
notably, this tracer has been used to identify integrin anb3
in the tumor neovasculature of HNSCC patients.[76] Chen
et al[77] have developed a novel PET tracter, RGD-K5, that
targets integrin avb3 to identify HNSCC patients with
incomplete responses to concurrent chemoradiotherapy.
Xie et al[78] prepared integrin avb3-targeting nanoshells
that have good tumor-targeting ability and have been
recognized as therapeutic nanoconstructs for effective
cancer therapy. Terry et al[79] showed that SPECT with
111In-labeled RGD2 can be used to clearly visualizes
angiogenesis in FaDu and SCCNij202 HNSCC tumors.
They co-injected the tracer with an excess of non-
radiolabeled RGD2, which resulted in decreased tumor
accumulation of the tracer, thus demonstrating the
specificity of 111In-labeled RGD2 in vivo [Figure 5].[79]

RGD-conjugated QDs can target integrin anb3 specifically

1

also express integrin avb3, which leads to non-specific
uptake of the imaging agents.
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VEGF and VEGFRs agents. A peptide, antibody, or other ligand designed to
target a biomarker is conjugated on the shells of micro-

Figure 5: Imaging of tumor angiogenesis with 111In-labeled RGD2 in FaDu and SCCNij202 HNSCC tumors. (A–D) Anterior two-dimensional (left) and three-dimensional (right) volume
projections of fused SPECT/CT images of mice with subcutaneous FaDu (A and B) or SCCNij202 (C and D) xenografts on their right flanks. Mice were injected with either 111In-RGD2 (A and C)
or with 111In-RGD2 plus cold excess (B and D). Static scans were recorded 1 h after injection. Arrows indicate tumor locations. CT: Computed tomography; RGD2: Arginine-glycine-aspartic
acid 2; SPECT: Single-photon emission computed tomography.
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VEGF plays an important role in angiogenesis; it is released
by tumor cells and induces tumor neovascularization.
VEGFRs are tyrosine kinases that function as key regulators
of this process. VEGFRs are mediators of VEGF-induced
angiogenesis, and their activation is related to cell
proliferation and migration as well as the permeability
and survival of the vascular endothelium.[81] For many
cancers (including HNSCC), VEGF overexpression is an
indicator of a poor prognosis,[82] which provides a basis for
molecular imaging. A fluorescently labeled anti-VEGF Ab
has been used to guide surgical resections in mice
xenografted with HNSCC tumor cells.[83]

Modalities of Targeted Molecular Imaging of HNSCC

Optical molecular imaging

Optical molecular imaging is a rapidly developing method
based on genomics, proteomics, and modern optical
technology.[84] FI is one of the optical molecular imaging
used most widely in vivo. Given its safety, high sensitivity,
low cost, and real-time imaging, FI plays a vital role in the
investigation of tumor occurrence, progression, and
treatment response.[85] This modality has limitations: given
the low energy of photons, optical molecular imaging has a
limited depth of penetration (<2 cm); tissue autofluores-
cence can cause a significant background signal, thereby
obscuring diagnostic information. These problems can be
resolved partially by adapting NIR light, which can
penetrate up to 10 cm deep into tissues. Moreover, tissue
autofluorescence is negligible in the NIR region, which
allows high-contrast imaging.[86] Therefore, NIR FI is
investigated commonly in studies. QDs, whose main merits
are photostability, good diffusion through solid tissue, and
long-term excretion can also be a good choice for FI.[14]

US molecular imaging

US molecular imaging, namely contrast-enhanced ultra-
sound (CEUS), is achieved using targeted US contrast

1

bubble contrast agents. CEUS has several advantages,
including its good temporal resolution, real-time imaging,
wide availability, relative cost-effectiveness, portability,
and no ionizing radiation. However, CEUS has some
fundamental shortcomings: limited field of view, difficulty
in quantifying signal, and dependence on operator
expertise.[84] Furthermore, microbubbles are, in general,
very large and are limited to intravascular molecular
targets.[87] Thus, targets must be selected that are
accessible to these microbubbles, and the attachment of
microbubbles to the surface of endothelial cells must be
strong enough for vascular areas where shear stress is high
due to high blood velocity and viscosity.

Targeted microbubble contrast agents have been shown to
improve the specific and sensitive depiction of molecular
targets dramatically.[88] Knowles et al[89] also demonstrated
the feasibility of US with CD147- and EGFR-targeting
microbubbles for contrast-enhanced (ce) imaging ofHNSCC
in vivo.

Molecular MRI
MRI has several advantages, such as its relatively high
temporal and spatial resolution, excellent tissue contrast
and tissue penetration, no ionizing radiation, non-invasive-
ness, and simultaneous acquisition of anatomical structure
and physiological function.[90] The two main kinds of
molecular MRI contrast agents are ferromagnetic agents
(negative contrast agents) andparamagnetic agents (positive
contrast agents). The negative and positive contrast agents
used most widely for molecular MRI are SPIO and
gadolinium-diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid, respec-
tively. These agents can be labeled with various ligands for
tumor-specific imaging studies in HNSCC.[35,59] However,
targeted MRI remains challenging for accurate detection of
early-stage cancer due to the intrinsic low sensitivity ofMRI.
High-relativity molecular agents and higher field strengths
may help improve its sensitivity.[84] In addition, it is critical
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to select the cell-surface receptor to target because
sufficiently high abundance can lead to more accumulation

imaging modality can hardly meet the demands of
individualized cancer diagnosis with the increasing trend
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of contrast agents at the targeted site.

Radionuclide imaging
PET is the leading technique for routine targeted
radionuclide molecular imaging in the clinic. Because of
its superior sensitivity (10�11

–10�12 mol/L), limitless
depth of penetration, and quantitative capabilities, PET
plays critical roles in tumor detection, disease staging, and
target volume delineation, evaluation of the therapy
response and prognostic prediction.[91] Extensive preclini-
cal trials have investigated the ability of PET to detect the
expression of various target molecules on HNSCC tumor
cells.[31,34,75] However, PET has some obvious short-
comings, including ionizing radiation, low geometric
resolution (4–7mm), and use of positron-emitting radio-
nuclides.[92]

The spatial resolution of SPECT (8–10mm) is lower than
that of clinical PET (5–7mm).[93] However, small-animal
SPECT (micro-SPECT) has a higher spatial resolution than
PET does, thereby making micro-SPECT more applicable
to preclinical investigations.[94] In addition, SPECT can be
used to undertake longitudinal studies since the radio-
nuclides commonly available for SPECT have a longer
half-life than those used for PET.[85]

Multimodality molecular imaging
ng
As shown in Table 3, we compared the advantages and
disadvantages of every imaging methods, and elucidate
their application scope in current studies. But a single

Table 3: Characteristics and application of different molecular imagi
Imaging
modalities Advantages/disadvantages

Optical
imaging

High sensitivity, low cost, and real-time monitoring;
limited depth of penetration, significant
background signal, cannot provide quantitative
information

US Good temporal resolution, real-time practice,
widely availability, easy to operation, no ionizing
radiation; limited field of view, difficulties in
quantifying signal, and dependence on the
expertise of the operator

MRI Excellent tissue contrast and tissue penetration, no
ionizing radiation, anatomical/functional
information; low sensitivity

PET High sensitivity, high resolution, quantitative;
ionizing radiation, low geometric resolution, use
of a positron emitting radionuclides

SPECT High sensitivity, quantitative; ionizing radiation,
poor spatial resolution, use of emitting
radionuclides

∗,†,‡Indicated the tumor models were established with various human HNSCC
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; SCC: Squamous cell carcinoma; M
SPECT: Single-photon emission computed tomography.
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toward the advancement of accurate diagnosis of diseases,
especially cancer. Multimodality molecular imaging (in
which different molecular imaging techniques are com-
bined to take advantage of their strengths and compensate
for their weaknesses) has been proposed for a long time
and used for clinical diagnosis and treatments.[11,85] It can
provide much more information for the accurate diagnosis
of diseases.

PET/CT produces co-registered data that provide regions
of increased 18F-FDG accumulation on the PET image that
correlate precisely with anatomic locations on the CT scan,
thereby enhancing the accuracy of PET for the detection of
lesions and delineating the target volume.[11] MRI has
obvious advantages over CT, including its excellent soft-
tissue contrast, high spatial resolution, and lack of ionizing
radiation. ce PET/MRI has higher diagnostic efficiency for
accurate conspicuity of lesions, infiltration of adjacent
structures, and perineural spread in patients with HNC
compared with cePET/CT.[95] An initial study revealed
there were no significant differences among 18F-FDG PET/
MRI, 18F-FDG PET/CT, and MRI in local tumor staging
and cancer recurrence diagnosis.[96] Thus, further studies
need to be conducted to demonstrate the potential value of
PET/MRI in HNSCC patients. The development of dual-
modality imaging radionuclide/optical imaging is also
attractive [Figure 3C].

Despite its many benefits, multimodality molecular imaging
has drawbacks: difficulties in improving and optimizing
performance, creating reasonable combinations of different
modalities, and developing multimodal contrast agents.[97]

modalities.
Application in studies

Human oral cavity (hard palate, tongue, buccal mucosa),
cutaneous (temple, neck), lip, oropharynx (tonsil),
piriform sinus[18,25]; subcutaneous/orthotopic tumor
models

∗[23,26]

Subcutaneous tumor model (human HNSCC cell line
SCC-1)[89]

Subcutaneous tumor model (human HNSCC cell line
HN6, M4E)[35,59]

Human oropharynx SCC (tonsil, soft palate), oral cavity
(tongue, floor of mouth, retromolar area, buccal),
hypopharynx, larynx (glottic, supraglottic)[34,50,75,76];
xenograft models†[31-33]

Oropharynx (tonsil), larynx (supraglottic, post-cricoid
region), hypopharynx (piriform sinus), oral cavity (floor
of mouth, tongue, retromolar area), neck[51,52];
tumor models‡[28-31]

cell lines in relevant representative references. US: Ultrasound; HNSCC:
RI: Magnetic resonance imaging; PET: Positron emission tomography;
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To ensure the biochemical process or information required
will help to choose different combination of imaging
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modalities. Also, comprehensive expertise involving multi-
disciplinary cooperation (eg, medicine, biology, chemistry)
is required to design a novel and feasible targeted
multimodal contrast agent.

Conclusions
Targeted molecular imaging enables the dynamic, quanti-
tative visualization of specific biochemical activity at
cellular and molecular levels in vivo. This strategy aids
development of personalized medicine for individual
patients. Non-invasive visualization of a specific biological
target in vivo relies on its interaction with the imaging
probe. However, imaging agents with high affinity and
specificity in this field are lacking. To overcome this
difficulty, identification of optimal tumor targets/biomark-
ers, and design of imaging probes with improved targeting
capabilities in vivo may be needed. Multimodality
molecular imaging is also a promising way to provide
more precise information for individual patients with
HNSCC. We believe that with the persistent efforts of
imaging specialists, more breakthroughs will be made in
the near future.
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